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Abstract 

Solid-state cooling is a sustainable and energy efficient refrigerant technology that exploits field-induced 
reversible transformations in materials. Solid-state cooling is a promising alternative to traditional refrigeration 
technologies based on compression cycles of greenhouse gases, which in addition to their obvious 
environmental threats cannot be scaled to small sizes (eg. microchip dimensions). Nevertheless, most caloric 
materials known to date (ferroelastic, ferroelectric, and magnetic compounds) display only modest refrigeration 
performances and/or operate at temperatures far from ambient. Recently, we have predicted by means of 
classical and quantum simulation methods that giant caloric effects occur in fastion conductors[1-3], a class of 
materials with high ionic conductivity below their fusion points that commonly are exploited in electro-chemical 
devices. The giant caloric effects disclosed in fast-ion conductors can be understood in terms of field-driven 
changes on their ionic conductivity, which are highly reversible and responsive. A giant cooling effect of ~20K has 
been just measured directly in the archetypal superionic compound AgI[4]. We argue that solid-state cooling could 
benefit immensely from the intensive research already undertaken on solid-sate batteries and oxide fuel cells. 
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